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)T  IS  NOT  MUCH  OF  AN  EXAGGERATION  TO  SAY  THAT  THE 
NARRATIVES WE USE TO DESCRIBE .EOLITHIC 3COTLAND HAVE ALL 
BEEN INVENTED ELSEWHERE USUALLY BUT NOT EXCLUSIVELY IN 
%NGLAND 4HE DATA AVAILABLE  FROM 3COTLAND HAVE PROVED 
INSUFlCIENT  EITHER  TO  GENERATE  INDEPENDENT  NARRATIVES 
OR  TO  MODIFY  SIGNIlCANTLY  THE  EXPLANATIONS  IMPORTED 
FROM BEYOND  3COTLAND 4HE  CONSEQUENCE  OF  THIS  IS  THAT 
3COTLAND HAS BEEN VERY MUCH AT THE BACK OF THE CHORUS 
&OR MOST OF THE TIME IT HAS JUST BEEN A SPECTATOR WATCHING 
LARGER  PERFORMANCES  BEING  ENACTED  ON  DISTANT  STAGES 
!S  )AN +INNES  NOTED  @IT  SEEMS  THAT  3COTTISH  PREHISTORY 
DEPENDS UPON A PERSISTENT SENSE OF THE MARGINAL  
	 (ENCE THE COMFORT OF BELONGING WE CAN ALL FEEL NOW 
THAT SOME  CURSUS MONUMENTS HAVE BEEN RECOGNIZED IN 
3COTLAND COMPARED WITH THE SINGLE IDENTIlED EXAMPLE OF 
 YEARS AGO !ND INEVITABLY THERE IS AN EQUIVALENT LEVEL 
OF ANGST THAT CAUSEWAYED ENCLOSURES CONTINUE TO REMAIN 
ELUSIVE
/F  COURSE  THERE  IS  NO  PARTICULAR  REASON  TO  LINK 
.EOLITHIC WITH 3COTLAND IF BY SO DOING WE INTEND TO IMPLY 
SOME  MEANINGFUL  RELATIONSHIPS  BETWEEN  THE  CONCEPTS 
REPRESENTED BY  THOSE  TERMS &OR  THE PERIODS WE ARE HERE 
CONCERNED WITH 3COTLAND CAN AT BEST BE NO MORE THAN A 
GEOGRAPHICAL  DESCRIPTION #LEARLY  AN  AREA  THAT  HAS  BEEN 
DElNED BY POLITICAL CONSIDERATIONS THAT IN ARCHAEOLOGICAL 
TERMS  ARE  RECENT  NEED PROVIDE NO  CONVINCING  ARENA  FOR 
THE ACTINGOUT OF NARRATIVES ABOUT EARLIER PREHISTORY 4HE 
3COTTISH BORDER IS QUITE SIMPLY NOT A SENSIBLE BOUNDARY TO 
IMPOSE UPON .EOLITHIC MATERIAL 3O IN THAT SENSE AT LEAST 
INTERPRETATIONS FROM THE SOUTH MIGHT OFFER AN APPROPRIATE 
FRAMEWORK IN WHICH TO LOCATE 3COTTISH INFORMATION
"UT  THE  WEAKNESS  OF  SUCH  AN  APPROACH  IS  THE  CONSE
QUENT  HOMOGENEITY  IT  IMPOSES  UPON  3COTLAND  4HIS  IS 
QUITE  CLEARLY  AN  UNHELPFUL  VIEW  OF  THE  LANDMASS  WE 
NOW CALL 3COTLAND (ARVIE"ROWN IN HIS .ATURALISTS -AP 
OF  3COTLAND  IDENTIlED  TEN  MAJOR  AREAS  THAT  COLLECTIVELY 
MADE  UP  THE  MAINLAND  AND  THE  ADJACENT  ISLANDS  4HE 
ARCHIPELAGOS  OF  THE 7ESTERN  )SLES /RKNEY  AND  3HETLAND 
FORM THREE ADDITIONAL AREAS IN THIS SCHEME (ARVIE"ROWN 
  "ARTHOLOMEW  	  /F  COURSE  THIS  WAS  PRIMARILY 
(ARVIE"ROWNS  FRAMEWORK  FOR  STUDYING  THE  VERTEBRATE 
FAUNA OF  3COTLAND BUT  THE BASIC  STRUCTURE  IS  CONSTRUCTED 
ON  THE  BASIS  OF  LANDSCAPE  DIFFERENCES  WITHIN  3COTLAND 
)N  THE SOUTH AND EAST  THE AREAS ARE DElNED BY  THE GREAT 
RIVER  SYSTEMS  n  THE  3OLWAY  THE  4WEED  THE  #LYDE  THE 
&ORTH  THE 4AY  AND  THE $EE "UT  IN  THE NORTH  AND WEST 
THE  AREAS  LARGELY  REmECT  KEY  MOUNTAIN  RIDGES  7EARING 
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SPECTACLES THIS MIGHT BE SEEN AS 3COTLANDS 
VERSION OF &OXS (IGHLAND AND ,OWLAND :ONES ALTHOUGH 
IT WAS PROPOSED A GENERATION BEFORE &OX AND FOR DIFFERENT 
PURPOSES #ERTAINLY THE EMPHASIS THAT THE SCHEME PLACES 
ON THE DIVERSITY OF  LANDSCAPE AND  INDEED THE  FAUNA THAT 
OCCUPIED IT IS NOT WITHOUT RELEVANCE FOR OUR ARCHAEOLOGICAL 
NARRATIVES  0ERHAPS  SUCH  AREAS  MIGHT  BE  CONSIDERED  AN 
EQUIVALENT  OF  THE  HISTORIANS  COUNTRY  OR  PAYS  ALTHOUGH 
THEIR SIZE PERHAPS SUGGESTS THAT THIS CAN ONLY BE A COARSE 
COMPARISON "UT ITS VALUE LIES IN THE SHARED BASIS OF THE TWO 
APPROACHES  AMONG  THE  DIVERSITY  OF  REGIONAL  DElNITIONS 
THAT  HISTORIANS  HABITUALLY  CONFRONT  CF  %VERITT  	 
)N  FRAMING  OUR  STUDY  AREAS  WE  NEED  TO  REMEMBER  THAT 
MANY OF OUR REGIONAL PERSPECTIVES ARE RELATIVELY MODERN 
CONSTRUCTS 7ITH ALL THIS IN MIND (ARVIE"ROWNS VIEW OF 
3COTLAND CAN ) BELIEVE PROVIDE AN IMPORTANT FRAMEWORK 
THROUGH WHICH WE MIGHT APPROACH THE REGIONAL ASPECTS OF 
DATA FROM 3COTTISH PREHISTORY
4HIS  SUGGESTION  THAT  OUR  SENSE  OF  REGIONS  MIGHT  BE 
MORE  INTERESTINGLY DETERMINED BY  FACTORS OTHER  THAN  THE 
DISTRIBUTION OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITES AND lNDS IS ) REALIZE 
CONTRARY TO CONTEMPORARY PRACTICE "UT THAT PRACTICE HAS 
BEEN  PRINCIPALLY  DIRECTED  TOWARDS  INTEGRATING  REGIONAL 
GROUPS INTO NATIONAL NARRATIVES !N EXCELLENT EXAMPLE OF 
THIS IS PROVIDED BY .IALL 3HARPLES IN HIS PAPER @!SPECTS OF 
REGIONALISATION  IN  THE  3COTTISH  .EOLITHIC  /UTLINING  HIS 
APPROACH HE SAID
)T WAS INTENDED TO SHOW THAT THE 3COTTISH .EOLITHIC COULD 
BE DIVIDED  INTO DISCRETE  REGIONAL UNITS  AND  THE PURPOSE 
OF  THIS  DISCUSSION WAS  TO  DElNE  THESE  UNITS  AND  DISCUSS 
THEIR  SIGNIlCANCE (OWEVER  ON  EXAMINING  THE  EVIDENCE 
    IT  BECAME  INCREASINGLY  CLEAR  THAT  THIS  WAS  NOT  GOING 
TO BE POSSIBLE 4HE MOST STRIKING FEATURES OF THE 3COTTISH 
.EOLITHIC APPEARED TO BE THE LACK OF SIMILARITY BETWEEN THE 
REGIONS AND THE FACT THAT MOST OF THE DIAGNOSTIC REGIONAL 
TRAITS  WERE  NORMALLY  RESTRICTED  TO  A  VERY  SPECIlC  LOCALE 
WITHIN  EACH  REGION  4HIS  MIGHT  SIMPLY  BE  THE  RESULT  OF 
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DIFFERENTIAL  SURVIVAL  OF  THE  EVIDENCE  AND  ARCHAEOLOGICAL 
RESEARCH  BUT  THIS  SEEMS  MORE  AND  MORE  UNLIKELY 
3HARPLES  	
4HE  @DIAGNOSTIC  REGIONAL  TRAITS  THAT  ARE  DESCRIBED  AS 
HAVING  RESTRICTED  DISTRIBUTIONS  WITHIN  HIS  REGIONS  ARE 
PRIMARILY  CHAMBERED  TOMBS  AND  STONE  CIRCLES  "UT  IT 
IS  INTERESTING  THAT  THESE  CONCENTRATIONS  ARE  LOCATED  IN 
REGIONS  MORE  WIDELY  DElNED  THAN  THOSE  OF  (ARVIE
"ROWN 4HIS EMPHASIZES THE PROBLEMS THAT CAN BE CAUSED 
WHEN  WE  DElNE  REGIONS  ON  THE  BASIS  OF  ARCHAEOLOGICAL 
DATA  WITHOUT  SUFlCIENT  REGARD  FOR  THE  LANDSCAPES  IN 
WHICH  THEY  ARE  FOUND  4HE  DIFFERENCES  BETWEEN  REGIONS 
ARE  HERE  A  PROBLEM  FOR  3HARPLES  BECAUSE  HE  APPEARS  TO 
HAVE WANTED TO CREATE A NATIONAL NARRATIVE THAT PROVIDES 
A  SINGLE  SET  OF  EXPLANATIONS  FOR  THESE  VARIATIONS  IN  THE 
RECORD !ND DESPITE ALL THESE DIFFERENCES HE WENT ON TO 
CREATE JUST SUCH A SINGLE NATIONAL NARRATIVE )N SO DOING HE 
EMPHASIZES  THAT  THE  SIMILARITIES HE DISCERNS  @SHOULD NOT 
DISGUISE THE MANY DIFFERENCES "UT FOR HIS PURPOSES IT IS 
THE  SIMILARITIES  THAT  ARE  IMPORTANT  NOT  THE  DIFFERENCES 
3HARPLES  	
!S AN ALTERNATIVE ) AM SUGGESTING THAT WE STOP SEEKING 
THESE OVERARCHING EXPLANATIONS )NSTEAD WE SHOULD START 
FROM  THE  DIFFERENCES  NOT  SIMILARITIES  IN  VIEWING  OUR 
REGIONAL DATA !ND TO DO SO WE WILL NEED TO DEVELOP INDI
VIDUAL NARRATIVES 3UCH NARRATIVES WOULD SEEK TO ACCOUNT 
FOR  THE  PATTERNS  IN  ANY  ONE  REGION  WITHOUT  REQUIRING 
VALIDATION  FROM  THE  OBSERVED  PATTERNS  IN  OTHER  REGIONS 
3O FAR THE ONLY REGIONS WITH ANYTHING LIKE THESE NARRATIVES 
ARE  SOME OF  THE OUTER  ISLAND ARCHIPELAGOS "UT  THESE  ARE 
AREAS WHERE  THERE HAS BEEN A  LONG ACADEMIC  TRADITION OF 
DISMISSING LOCAL DIFFERENCES AS SUI GENERIS )N THE REGIONAL 
NARRATIVES  )  AM  SUGGESTING WE  SHOULD  EXPECT  THAT  THERE 
WOULD BE A GREATER ATTEMPT  TO EMBRACE A MUCH BROADER 
RANGE OF EVIDENCE THAN IS NORMALLY POSSIBLE WHEN THERE IS 
AN IMMEDIATE RECOURSE TO WIDER INTERPRETATIONS
4HE PRESENCE OF THE LOCALIZED DISTRIBUTIONS THAT 3HARPLES 
NOTED IN HIS ANALYSIS HINTS AT THE NEED FOR A GREATER RANGE 
OF NARRATIVES 4HESE WOULD BE MORE RESTRICTED THAN THOSE 
DEALING  WITH  REGIONS  4WO  TYPES  IMMEDIATELY  SPRING  TO 
MIND  n  NARRATIVES  CONCERNED  WITH  LOCAL  AREAS  WITHIN  A 
REGION AND SPECIlC NARRATIVES ABOUT INDIVIDUAL SITES 7HAT 
) AM ADVOCATING THEN IS THE NEED FOR A SET OF NARRATIVES 
STRETCHING  FROM  THE  WIDERANGING  INTERPRETATIONS  AT 
ONE  END  TO  THE  UNIQUE  SITE  STORIES  AT  THE  OTHER 7HAT  ) 
AM  NOT  SUGGESTING  IS  THAT  ONE  TYPE  OF  NARRATIVE  SHOULD 
HAVE  PRECEDENCE  IN  OUR  EFFORTS  OVER  ANOTHER  7E  NEED 
TO BE  SIMULTANEOUSLY  ENGAGED  IN DEVELOPING ALL KINDS OF 
NARRATIVE  "UT  THE  PRESENT  SITUATION  RATHER  REMINDS  ME 
OF  THE 'RYPHONS  REMARKS  IN !LICE  IN 7ONDERLAND WHEN 
THE -OCK 4URTLE ASKED !LICE TO EXPLAIN HER ADVENTURES TO 
SHOW WHERE SHE CAME FROM @.O NO 4HE ADVENTURES lRST 
SAID THE 'RYPHON IN AN IMPATIENT TONE @EXPLANATIONS TAKE 
SUCH A DREADFUL TIME #ARROLL  	
/UR  WIDERANGING  INTERPRETATIONS  ARE  THE  ADVENTURES 
BUT THIS SORT OF PICKANDMIX ARCHAEOLOGY PROVIDES WOE
FULLY  THIN EXPLANATIONS &ACING UP  TO  THE  @DREADFUL  TIME 
THAT  PROVIDING  FULLER  MORE  ROUNDED  EXPLANATIONS  WILL 
TAKE  IS  FUNDAMENTAL  TO WHAT ) MEAN BY THE CONSTRUCTION 
OF NARRATIVES .OT THAT THIS IS AT ALL EASY BECAUSE WE HAVE 
SIMPLY  FAILED  TO  ORDER  AND  PRESENT  OUR  DATA  IN  WAYS 
THAT  ENABLE  THEIR  READY  INCORPORATION  IN  NARRATIVES  OF 
WHATEVER  FORM  IN  THE  PROPOSED  SET  3OME  TIME  AGO  )AN 
+INNES  DREW  ATTENTION  TO  THE  IMPORTANCE  OF  ASSEMBLING 
OUR  INFORMATION  HE  HIMSELF  PROVIDED  A  LIST  OF  3COTTISH 
.EOLITHIC  POTTERY  BUT  NOONE HAS  UPDATED  IT    n
	 ALTHOUGH THERE HAVE BEEN SOME REGIONAL STUDIES MOST 
NOTABLY  #OWIE  	  %QUALLY  NOBODY  HAS  PROVIDED  A 
MAP OF mINT  KNIVES  TO  REPLACE 2ICHARD !TKINSONS  EFFORT 
OF    YEARS  AGO      lGS      n	  4HESE  ARE 
TYPICAL EXAMPLES OF THE WEAKNESS OF OUR DATASET !UDREY 
(ENSHALLS  MONUMENTAL  WORK  ON  CHAMBERED  TOMBS 
 	  REMAINS  AN OUTSTANDING BUT  RARE  INSTANCE 
OF WHAT IS REQUIRED
%NCOURAGING A BELIEF IN THE NEED FOR MULTIPLE NARRATIVES 
THAT ENGAGE WITH DIFFERENT PARTS OF OUR DATA IS OF COURSE 
CENTRAL TO MY PURPOSE !ND ) WANT TO DO THIS BY LOOKING AT 
SOME OF THE AVAILABLE INFORMATION THAT CURRENT NARRATIVES 
DISREGARD ENTIRELY OR REFUSE TO ENGAGE WITH IN A MEANINGFUL 
WAY
7E  CAN  START  WITH  WHAT  IN  NARRATIVE  TERMS MIGHT  BE 
REGARDED AS THE BASIC UNIT THAT IS THE SITE !S AN EXAMPLE ) 
HAVE CHOSEN 3KARA "RAE 0ARTLY ) HAVE DONE THIS BECAUSE IT 
IS A SITE ) KNOW RATHER WELL AND PARTLY BECAUSE IT ENABLES 
ME TO EMPHASIZE THAT ) DO NOT lND IT EASY TO DO WHAT ) AM 
ADVOCATING 3KARA "RAE LIES ON THE WEST COAST OF -AINLAND 
IN  /RKNEY  AND  CAN  REASONABLY  CLAIM  TO  BE  THE  BEST 
PRESERVED  PREHISTORIC  VILLAGE  IN  NORTHERN  %UROPE  4HERE 
IS  A  CONSIDERABLE  AMOUNT  OF  DATA  AVAILABLE  TO  FACILITATE 
OUR UNDERSTANDING OF  THE  SITE BUT PARADOXICALLY  THIS HAS 
EXPANDED THE NUMBER OF POSSIBLE  INTERPRETATIONS RATHER 
THAN  REDUCED  THEM  )T  IS  FOR  SITES WITH  LIMITED DATA  THAT 
WE  CREATE  SINGLE  INTERPRETATIONS  HOWEVER  GLIB  OR  FACILE 
WITH  A  SPURIOUS  SENSE  OF  SURETY  &OR  3KARA  "RAE  )  COULD 
CONlDENTLY OFFER  FOUR DIFFERENT NARRATIVES  ) DO NOT HAVE 
THE OPPORTUNITY HERE TO REHEARSE THESE IN ANY DETAIL BUT IN 
OUTLINE THEY ARE AS FOLLOWS &IRST 3KARA "RAE WAS THE HOME 
OF AN EARLY FARMING COMMUNITY 4HIS IS THE NORMATIVE VIEW 
THAT SEES THE HOUSES INHABITED BY INDIVIDUAL FAMILIES WHO 
COLLECTIVELY  GROW  CROPS  AND  KEEP  DOMESTICATED  ANIMALS 
SUPPLEMENTING THESE MAINSTAYS OF SURVIVAL WITH HUNTING 
lSHING AND GATHERING PLANTS FROM THE LOCAL ENVIRONMENT 
3ECOND 3KARA "RAE WAS THE HOME OF A SECULAR ELITE )N THIS 
INTERPRETATION THE MATERIAL THAT WAS VIEWED IN THE PREVIOUS 
STORY  AS  THE PRODUCT OF  THE  COMMUNITYS DAILY  ROUND OF 
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FOOD  PRODUCTION  AND  RESOURCE  PROCUREMENT  MUST  NOW 
BE INTERPRETED AS PRIMARILY TRIBUTE 4HIRD 3KARA "RAE WAS 
OCCUPIED BY A RELIGIOUS COMMUNITY 4HIS WAS A SUGGESTION 
lRST  MADE  BY  %UAN -AC+IE    n  AND MORE 
RECENTLY AND OBLIQUELY IN 	 BUT IN REPEATING IT HERE ) 
AM NOT RELYING ON THE EVIDENCE THAT HE ADDUCED IN SUPPORT 
OF  THE  IDEA  MOST  OF  WHICH  )  THINK  IS  mAWED  (ERE  THE 
TRIBUTE OF THE PREVIOUS SCENARIO HAS TO BE SEEN AS OFFERINGS 
&INALLY 3KARA "RAE WAS THE HOME OF A COMMUNITY OF CRAFT 
WORKERS  SPECIALIZING  IN OBJECTS OF  SKIN BONE AND  STONE 
)N  THIS  VERSION  THE  OFFERINGS  ARE  TRANSFORMED  INTO  THE 
PRODUCTS  OF  EXCHANGE  !LL  OF  THESE  FOUR  INTERPRETATIONS 
CAN  EMBRACE  MOST  OF  THE  AVAILABLE  INFORMATION  BUT  NO 
SINGLE  VIEW  CAN  IN  MY  OPINION  ENCOMPASS  ALL  OF  THE 
DATA .OW IT IS CLEAR THAT THE ADOPTION OF ANY ONE OF THESE 
INTERPRETATIONS WILL RADICALLY AFFECT THE STORIES THAT WILL BE 
TOLD ABOUT THE SITE !ND THESE IN TURN SHOULD FEED THROUGH 
TO INmUENCE WIDER NARRATIVES
)  HAVE  CHOSEN  TO  FOCUS  HERE  ON  THE  GENERAL  ISSUES 
RELATING  TO  OUR  UNDERSTANDING  OF  THE  SITE  #LEARLY  WE 
NEED  TO  COMMIT  OURSELVES  TO  PRESENTING  SUCH NARRATIVES 
ABOUT SITES AND INCLUDING IN THEM THE EXPLANATIONS ABOUT 
HOW WE HAVE  REACHED OUR CONCLUSIONS %VERY  SITE  IS DUG 
BY  EXCAVATORS  WHO  INITIALLY  HAVE  A  NARRATIVE  HOWEVER 
FUZZY AND MISPLACED ABOUT THE SITE IN THEIR MINDS 4HAT 
NARRATIVE  MAY  CHANGE  AS  THE  INFORMATION  ACCUMULATES 
BUT  IT DOES NOT  RENDER  THE  INITIAL NARRATIVE UNIMPORTANT 
TO OTHER SCHOLARS SUBSEQUENT NARRATIVES CAN NEVER WHOLLY 
SHAKE OFF THE LEGACY OF EARLIER ONES .OR IS IT SUFlCIENT TO 
CONSTRUCT NARRATIVES ONLY FOR EXPLAINING THE SITE AS A WHOLE 
4HIS SAME SENSE OF NARRATIVES THAT ATTEMPT TO CONCEIVE OF 
THE  ARCHAEOLOGICAL  EVIDENCE  IN  HUMAN  TERMS  HAS  TO  BE 
APPLIED  TO EVERY CONTEXT %XCAVATORS HAVE CONTINUALLY  TO 
ASK  THEMSELVES  @HOW WAS  THIS  CONTEXT  CREATED !ND  THE 
ANSWERS  NEED  ALWAYS  TO  BE  COUCHED  IN  TERMS  OF  HUMAN 
BEHAVIOUR
4HE NEXT  LEVEL  IN MY  SIMPLE HIERARCHY WOULD  INVOLVE 
NARRATIVES  EXPLAINING  LOCAL  PHENOMENA  !S  AN  EXAMPLE 
OF  THIS  ) WANT  TO  LOOK AT ARROWHEADS OF mINT AND RELATED 
STONES 4HE 3COTTISH  EXAMPLES HAVE NOT OF  COURSE BEEN 
SUBJECTED TO THE DETAILED ANALYSIS THAT 3TEPHEN 'REEN HAS 
UNDERTAKEN FOR %NGLAND AND 7ALES 	 "UT AT A MORE 
GENERAL LEVEL ONE CAN SEE LOCALITIES WHERE ARROWHEADS HAVE 
BEEN  FOUND  IN  RELATIVELY  LARGE  NUMBERS  )N  THE  NATIONAL 
COLLECTIONS THERE ARE SOME  ARROWHEADS FROM #ULBIN 
3ANDS  IN -ORAY  ILLUS  	    FROM 'LENLUCE  3ANDS  IN 
  &LINT ARROWHEADS FROM #ULBIN 3ANDS -ORAY Ú 4RUSTEES OF THE .ATIONAL -USEUMS OF 3COTLAND  	
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7IGTOWNSHIRE AND   FROM THE DUNES AT ,ITTLE &ERRY  IN 
3UTHERLAND ) AM INCLUDING IN THESE COUNTS  FRAGMENTS AS 
WELL AS COMPLETE ARROWHEADS "UT THESE ARE JUST THE lGURES 
FOR THE .ATIONAL -USEUM MY GUESS IS THAT THE NUMBERS 
COULD  BE  DOUBLED  IF  ONE  INCLUDED  OTHER  MUSEUM  AND 
PRIVATE COLLECTIONS OF MATERIAL FROM THESE THREE SITES 4HAT 
WOULD  SUGGEST  ABOUT    ARROWHEADS  FROM  JUST  THREE 
RESTRICTED  LOCATIONS  IN  3COTLAND !S  AN  INDICATION  OF  THE 
NUMBERS  INVOLVED AT  THESE  SITES  THE OVERALL mAKEDSTONE 
ASSEMBLAGE FROM #ULBIN IS LARGER THAN THAT FROM THE SLOPES 
OF 7INDMILL (ILL IN 7ILTSHIRE ACKNOWLEDGED TO BE @ONE OF 
THE  LARGEST  RECORDED  IN  SOUTHERN %NGLAND  7HITTLE  ET  AL 
 n (OLGATE     TABLE 	
!T PRESENT WE HAVE NO NARRATIVES THAT SEEK TO EXPLAIN OR 
EVEN ACKNOWLEDGE THIS SITUATION /NLY 2ICHARD !TKINSON 
HAS SOUGHT  TO DEAL WITH  THIS MATERIAL   n	 (IS 
CONCERN HOWEVER WAS THE DISTRIBUTION OF LEAF ARROWHEADS 
IN RELATION TO ARABLE ACREAGE IN EASTERN 3COTLAND FROM THE 
-ORAY  &IRTH  TO  THE  "ORDER  4HIS MEANT  OF  COURSE  THAT 
HE  ONLY  DISCUSSED  THE  lNDS  FROM  #ULBIN  3ANDS  4HESE 
HE THOUGHT WERE @DUE TO THE ACTIVITIES OF COLLECTORS SINCE 
THE  SITE  WAS  @LONG  KNOWN  AS  A  HAPPY  HUNTING  GROUND 
!TKINSON  	 "UT THIS DOES NOT EXPLAIN THE PATTERNS 
AND PROCESSES OF DEPOSITION THROUGHOUT THE .EOLITHIC AND 
%ARLY "RONZE !GE THAT LED TO #ULBIN 3ANDS BEING @A HAPPY 
HUNTING GROUND FOR mINT COLLECTORS
4HERE  ARE  TWO  DISTINCT  BUT  RELATED  ISSUES  THAT  WILL 
BE  IMPORTANT  IN  BUILDING  ANY  EXPLANATORY  NARRATIVES 
4HE  lRST  CONCERNS  THE  STATUS  OF  THESE  GROUPS  !RE  THEY 
INDICATIVE  OF  THE  GENERAL  DENSITY  OF  ARROWHEADS  ACROSS 
3COTLAND  BROUGHT  TO  PROMINENCE  ONLY  BY  THE  OPTIMAL 
CONDITIONS  THEY  AFFORDED  mINT  COLLECTORS  /R  DO  THEY 
REmECT  PAST  CONCENTRATIONS  AND  IF  SO  HOW  ARE  SUCH 
CONCENTRATIONS  TO BE  INTERPRETED  )T  IS NOT  EASY  TO  JUDGE 
WHAT CRITERIA MIGHT BE  INVOKED  TO CHOOSE BETWEEN  THESE 
ALTERNATIVES  "UT  THE  lNDS  FROM #ULBIN  3ANDS  REPRESENT 
A  RECOVERY  RATE  OF    PER  SQUARE  KILOMETRE  %XTENDED 
TO THE WHOLE OF 3COTLAND THIS WOULD SUGGEST THAT CURRENT 
3COTTISH MUSEUM HOLDINGS SHOULD BE AROUND SIX MILLION 
ARROWHEADS /N THIS EVIDENCE ) WOULD  INTERPRET  THEM AS 
BEING GENUINE REmECTIONS OF PAST CONCENTRATIONS
!  SECOND  BUT  RELATED  ISSUE  CONCERNS  THE  OCCURRENCE 
OF SUCH ARROWHEAD CONCENTRATIONS 7HY FOR INSTANCE ARE 
THEY PRESENT AT #ULBIN 'LENLUCE AND ,ITTLE &ERRY BUT NOT 
AT  &RESWICK  OR  (EDDERWICK  4HESE  SITES  HAVE  PRODUCED 
MATERIAL OF .EOLITHIC AND %ARLY "RONZE !GE DATE BUT LACK 
AN EQUIVALENT ABUNDANCE OF ARROWHEADS ) DO NOT HAVE ANY 
INTERPRETATIONS THAT EXPLAIN THESE PATTERNS BUT THE ABSENCE 
OF ARROWHEADS IN LARGE NUMBERS AT SOME PLACES REINFORCES 
MY  VIEW  THAT  WHERE  WE  SEE  THEM  THEY  ARE  MEANINGFUL 
CONCENTRATIONS 4HERE ARE HINTS THAT SUCH CONCENTRATIONS 
MAY NOT BE RESTRICTED TO COASTAL SAND DUNE SITES !LEXANDER 
3TEWART  DESCRIBES  A  lND  BELOW  THE  PEAT  AT  "ALLACHULISH 
WHERE @WITHIN AN AREA OF TWENTY OR THIRTY SQUARE YARDS WAS 
DISCLOSED  SEVERAL  CARTLOADS  OF  mINT  CHIPPINGS MANIFESTLY 
BROKEN OFF IN THE MANUFACTURE OF mINT INSTRUMENTS  
	  "UT  HOWEVER MANY  OF  THESE  CONCENTRATIONS  THERE 
ARE  THEY  REMAIN  LOCAL  PHENOMENA  DESERVING  OF  LOCAL 
NARRATIVES /NLY IF THESE NARRATIVES ARE THE SAME FOR ALL THE 
SITES ARE WE PERHAPS MOVING ADDITIONALLY TOWARDS CREATING 
NATIONAL STORIES
!T  REGIONAL  AND  NATIONAL  LEVELS  NARRATIVES  HAVE  A 
GREATER POTENTIAL  TO START AT ONE  LEVEL OF EXPLANATION AND 
END UP IN THE OTHER /R ALTERNATIVELY THEY SHARE A NUMBER 
OF  LEVELS  SIMULTANEOUSLY -Y lNAL  EXAMPLE  IS  CONCERNED 
WITH POTTERY STYLES AND TRIES TO ILLUSTRATE THIS CROSSING OVER 
FROM ONE LEVEL TO ANOTHER 7HATEVER VIEW ONE TAKES OF THE 
NATURE OF  THE .EOLITHIC PERIOD  IT  IS GENERALLY AGREED THAT 
POTTERY WAS ONE OF THE MAIN INNOVATIONS !ND IT IS EQUALLY 
WIDELY ACKNOWLEDGED THAT POTTERY STYLES CANNOT SIMPLY BE 
INTERPRETED AS A MATERIAL EXPRESSION OF ETHNIC GROUPS 0OTS 
DO NOT EQUAL PEOPLE OR AT  LEAST NOT CONSISTENTLY ENOUGH 
FOR  THIS  TO  REMAIN  THE  UNQUESTIONED  ASSUMPTION  THAT  IT 
ONCE WAS 4HOMAS  	 9ET WE HAVE BEEN ALTOGETHER 
LESS  SUCCESSFUL  IN DElNING WHAT  STYLES MIGHT MEAN OR  IN 
ESTABLISHING  AGREED  CRITERIA  FOR  DETERMINING  BETWEEN  A 
VARIETY OF POTENTIAL MEANINGS /NE PLAUSIBLE ROLE THAT HAS 
BEEN ADVANCED  SEES POTTERY AS HAVING AN  IMPORTANT  ROLE 
IN THE SIGNALLING OF DIFFERENCE 4HOMAS  n	 "UT 
DIFFERENCE  EMBODIES  SUCH  A  COMPLEX  ARRAY  OF MEANINGS 
AT MULTIPLE  LEVELS  THAT  UNQUALIlED  IT  TELLS  US  LITTLE  4HE 
CENTRE  OF MY  CONCERNS  THOUGH  IS  HERE WITH  THE  ROLE  OF 
POTTERY OR MORE ACCURATELY  THE CENTRAL  ROLE  THAT  IT OFTEN 
PLAYS IN THE CREATION OF NARRATIVES
)T  NECESSITATES  OF  COURSE  A  RETURN  TO  /RKNEY  WHERE 
TWO  POTTERY  STYLES  DOMINATE  OUR  PERCEPTIONS  5NSTAN 
7ARE  NAMED  AFTER  THE  CHAMBERED  CAIRN  AT  THE  SOUTH 
END  OF  THE  ,OCH  OF  3TENNESS  IN  CENTRAL  -AINLAND  AND 
'ROOVED  7ARE  "OTH  STYLES  FEATURE  IN  WIDER  NARRATIVES 
INVOLVING  CHAMBERED  CAIRNS  HENGES  AND  STONE  SETTINGS 
"UT THEIR PARTICIPATION IN THESE WIDER NARRATIVES HAS BEEN 
AT  THE  EXPENSE  OF  ACKNOWLEDGING  THEIR  ROLES  IN  VARIANT 
REGIONAL  INTERPRETATIONS  #OLLECTIVELY  THESE  REGIONAL 
INTERPRETATIONS  POINT  TO  DIFFERENT  NARRATIVES  FROM  THOSE 
CURRENTLY  FAVOURED  ) WANT  TO  EXPLORE  THIS  SUGGESTION BY 
LOOKING  lRST  AT  THE  POTTERY  STYLES  SEPARATELY  IN  VARIOUS 
REGIONS  OF  NORTHERN  3COTLAND  AND  THEN  TO  LOOK  AT  THE 
/RCADIAN  SITUATION  IN  TERMS OF  THE  RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 
THE TWO STYLES
,ET  US  BEGIN  WITH  5NSTAN 7ARE  )N  /RKNEY  5NSTAN 
7ARE  IS  PREDOMINANTLY  FROM  CHAMBERED  CAIRNS  OF  THE 
/RKNEYn#ROMARTY  GROUP  $AVIDSON    (ENSHALL   
n	 "UT AT +NAP OF (OWAR ON 0APA 7ESTRAY 2ITCHIE 
	 AND LESS CLEARLY AT THE FOOT OF 7IDEFORD (ILL 2ENDALL 
	 AND AT 3TONEHALL $OWNES  2ICHARDS  n	 
ON  -AINLAND  THE  STYLE  IS  FOUND  IN  DOMESTIC  CONTEXTS 

4HE CONSTRUCTION OF NARRATIVES FOR .EOLITHIC 3COTLAND
!  NUMBER  OF  DISTINCTIVE  ARTEFACTS  WERE  ASSOCIATED  WITH 
5NSTAN 7ARE  AT +NAP OF (OWAR  ILLUS  	  )N  ADDITION 
TO  THE  WELLKNOWN  BOWLS  WITH  DECORATED  COLLARS  IT  IS 
SUGGESTED  THAT  @ROUNDBASED  BOWLS  WITHOUT  CARINATIONS 
PROVIDE  THE  OTHER  MAIN  DIVISION  OF  5NSTAN  7ARE 
$AVIDSON  (ENSHALL  	 4HIS MAY HOWEVER BE A 
SUGGESTION APPLICABLE ONLY TO /RKNEY )N THE OTHER MAJOR 
AREA  WHERE 5NSTAN 7ARE  OCCURS  THE 7ESTERN  )SLES  THE 
STYLE OCCURS EXCLUSIVELY AS A  COMPONENT  IN  THE DOMESTIC 
MIDDENS ASSOCIATED WITH  SETTLEMENT  SITES ON .ORTH 5IST 
AT  %ILEAN  AN  4IGHE  3COTT  	  ,OCH  /LABHAT  !RMIT 
  n	  AND  "HARPA  #ARINISH  #RONE  	  AND 
ON  (ARRIS  AT  .ORTHTON  3IMPSON  	  (ERE  IT  IS  NOT 
ACCOMPANIED BY UNCARINATED  ROUNDBASED BOWLS BUT BY 
THE  DECORATED  BOWLS  AND  JARS  THAT  CONSTITUTE (EBRIDEAN 
7ARE  !RMIT  IN  #RONE    n	  4HIS  STYLE  APPEARS 
TO  BE  RESTRICTED  TO  THE 7ESTERN  )SLES  )N  CONTRAST  TO  THE 
/RCADIAN  SITUATION  IT  IS  ONLY  THIS  LOCAL (EBRIDEAN  STYLE 
AND  NOT  5NSTAN 7ARE  THAT  IS  FOUND  IN  THE  CHAMBERED 
CAIRNS 4HESE ARE  TYPOLOGICALLY DISTINCT  FROM  THE /RKNEY 
SITES  (ENSHALL    n    n	  )NTRIGUINGLY 
THIS SITUATION IS PARALLELED BY "EAKER lNDS IN THE 7ESTERN 
)SLES  WHERE  EXTENSIVE  DOMESTIC  ASSEMBLAGES  CONTRAST 
WITH  THE  VIRTUAL  ABSENCE  OF  BURIALS  &INALLY  WE  NEED  TO 
LOOK  AT  #AITHNESS  AND  AREAS  FURTHER  SOUTH  IN  MAINLAND 
3COTLAND  !LTHOUGH  THERE  ARE  /RKNEYn#ROMARTY  TOMBS 
APLENTY  IN  #AITHNESS  AND  IN  SOME  INSTANCES  THESE  ARE 
CLOSELY COMPARABLE TO THE /RCADIAN EXAMPLES $AVIDSON 
 (ENSHALL  	 5NSTAN 7ARE  IS  A  RARE PHENOMENON 
A  SINGLE  FRAGMENT  WITHOUT  PRECISE  CONTEXT  FROM  3KITTEN 
3TEVENSON    	  AND  EVEN  SMALLER  FRAGMENT  FROM 
THE CHAMBERED CAIRN AT 'ARRYWHIN $AVIDSON  (ENSHALL 
  lG 	 #OMPARABLE RARE DISCOVERIES OF 5NSTAN 
WARE  OCCUR  IN  3UTHERLAND  AT  THE /RD .ORTH  CHAMBERED 
CAIRN  3HARPLES    n    lG  	  IN  -ORAY  AT 
5RQUHART (ENSHALL    NO    lG 	 AND 
IN !BERDEENSHIRE AT %ASTERTON (ENSHALL    NO 
   lG 	 3PURRYHILLOCK !LEXANDER  n  
 ILLUS  3& 	 AND +INTORE )AN 3HEPHERD PERS COMM	 
3OME  OF  THE  SHERDS  FROM  "ALBRIDIE  IN  +INCARDINESHIRE 
APPEAR RELATED TO 5NSTAN 7ARE #OWIE  n	 BUT 
ARE NOT INCONTROVERTIBLY SO
  3TONE TOOLS FROM +NAP OF (OWAR 0APA 7ESTRAY /RKNEY Ú 4RUSTEES OF THE .ATIONAL -USEUMS OF 3COTLAND 	

3COTLAND IN !NCIENT %UROPE
4HE RADIOCARBON DATES FROM ,OCH /LABHAT SUGGEST THAT 
5NSTAN 7ARE IS PRESENT THERE BY THE MIDDLE OF THE FOURTH 
MILLENNIUM "# 4HESE DATES ALIGN WELL WITH THE EARLY DATES 
FROM +NAP OF (OWAR "UT OTHER DATES SUGGEST THE POTTERY 
STYLE  RUNS  INTO  THE  lRST  HALF  OF  THE  THIRD  MILLENNIUM 
"#  !S  AN  ASIDE  IT  IS  FROM  THESE  BEGINNINGS  THAT  THE 
7ESTERN  )SLES  APPEAR  TO  HAVE  THE  ONLY  DEMONSTRABLY
CONTINUOUS  SEQUENCE  OF  POTTERYMAKING  THROUGHOUT
PREHISTORY AND EARLY HISTORY FOUND ANYWHERE IN 3COTLAND 
7HY  THIS  SHOULD  BE  IS  DESERVING  OF  ITS  OWN  NARRATIVE 
SOMETHING MORE SUBSTANTIVE THAN @THEY BEHAVE DIFFERENTLY 
ON ISLANDS "UT THE ESSENTIAL POINT OF THIS EXAMPLE IS THAT 
CONTEXTUALLY AND QUANTITIVELY 5NSTAN 7ARE APPEARS TO BE 
USED QUITE DIFFERENTLY  IN THREE VIRTUALLY ADJACENT AREAS OF 
3COTLAND
! COMPARABLE  LEVEL OF REGIONAL DIVERSITY EXISTS AMONG 
lNDS  OF  'ROOVED  7ARE  IN  NORTHERN  3COTLAND  "UT  OUR 
UNDERSTANDING  IS  DOMINATED  BY  THE  /RCADIAN  EVIDENCE 
3EVERAL  PUTATIVELY  DOMESTIC  SITES  PARTICULARLY  3KARA 
"RAE  2INYO  "ARNHOUSE  0OOL  AND  ,INKS  OF  .OLTLAND 
HAVE  PRODUCED  LARGE  POTTERY  ASSEMBLAGES  OVER   
SHERDS EACH IN THE CASE OF THE LATTER TWO SITES ,ONGWORTH 
 #LEAL  n	 ,IKE  THE 5NSTAN 7ARE  SITES  THESE 
TOO  HAVE  A  DISTINCTIVE  SET  OF  ASSOCIATED  ARTEFACTS  MADE 
IN  BOTH BONE  ILLUS  	  AND  STONE  ILLUS  	 !LL  OF  THE 
MAJOR  SETTLEMENT  SITES  TAKE  THE  FORM  OF  VILLAGES  AND 
BETWEEN SOME AT LEAST THERE APPEARS TO BE A GOOD DEAL OF 
UNIFORMITY  IN  TERMS OF  THE  SHAPE  AND  INTERNAL  LAYOUT OF 
THE  INDIVIDUAL HOUSES  )N  ALL  THIS OUR  IMAGES  ARE HEAVILY 
INmUENCED BY THE REMARKABLE PRESERVATION AT 3KARA "RAE 
SUCH THAT SMALL lNDS OF POTTERY AT FOR EXAMPLE 3ANDS OF 
%VIE OR $INGIESHOWE 3TEVENSON  n	 ARE USUALLY 
INTERPRETED  AS  REPRESENTING  THE  SITES  OF  FURTHER  VILLAGES 
7HETHER  THIS  EXPECTATION CONTINUES  TO BE  CONVINCING  IN 
THE FACE OF THE EXPANDING RANGE OF DISCOVERIES REMAINS TO 
BE SEEN BUT IT IS NEVERTHELESS CLEAR THAT VILLAGE SETTLEMENTS 
WERE  A  SIGNIlCANT  FEATURE  OF  THE  SOCIAL  STRUCTURING  OF 
COMMUNITIES  IN  /RKNEY  USING  'ROOVED  7ARE  "EYOND 
THESE SETTLEMENTS 'ROOVED 7ARE APPEARS TO BE ASSOCIATED 
WITH THE -AES (OWE TYPE OF CHAMBERED CAIRNS $AVIDSON 
 (ENSHALL  n	 ALTHOUGH THE EVIDENCE DEPENDS 
ON ONLY A FEW CAIRNS )T HAS ALSO BEEN FOUND AT THE HENGE 
AND  STONE  CIRCLE  AT  THE  3TONES  OF  3TENNESS  2ITCHIE 
  n	  4HIS  SPECTRUM  OF  INFORMATION  STRETCHING 
FROM DAILY  LIFE  TO BURIAL  AND BELIEF  AND  RITUAL MAKES  THE 
/RCADIAN  'ROOVED 7AREUSING  COMMUNITIES  UNIQUE  IN 
THE EVIDENCE FOR LATE .EOLITHIC "RITAIN
"EYOND /RKNEY HOWEVER  THIS WEALTH OF  INFORMATION 
BECOMES  A  DEARTH  !  SOLITARY  SHERD  FROM  3UMBURGH 
HAS  EXTENDED  'ROOVED  7ARES  DISTRIBUTION  TO  3HETLAND 
#OWIE  -AC3WEEN  	 )N THE 7ESTERN )SLES THERE 
IS ONLY A SINGLE VESSEL FROM THE CHAMBERED CAIRN AT 5NIVAL 
ON .ORTH 5IST (ENSHALL     lG	 AND SHERDS 
FROM  TEN  VESSELS  UNCERTAINLY  ASSOCIATED  WITH  THE  STONE 
SETTINGS AT #ALLANISH ON ,EWIS ,ONGWORTH  #LEAL  
  "ONE BEADS FROM 3KARA "RAE -AINLAND /RKNEY
Ú 4RUSTEES OF THE .ATIONAL -USEUMS OF 3COTLAND 	
  #ARVED STONE BALLS FROM 3KARA "RAE -AINLAND /RKNEY
Ú 4RUSTEES OF THE .ATIONAL -USEUMS OF 3COTLAND 	

4HE CONSTRUCTION OF NARRATIVES FOR .EOLITHIC 3COTLAND
	 &ROM #AITHNESS THERE ARE A FEW SHERDS FROM SURFACE 
COLLECTION AT &RESWICK 3ANDS 3COTT B 	 AND FROM 
3UTHERLAND WE HAVE ONLY A SINGLE UNCONTEXTED SHERD FROM 
$ORNOCH .URSERY !SHMORE     ILLUS A	 !T 
)NVERNESS SHERDS FROM A SINGLE VESSEL IN A PIT ,ONGWORTH 
 #LEAL  	 AND AT 2AIGMORE SHERDS FROM SOME  
VESSELS IN SIX PITS 3IMPSON 	 PROVIDE ISOLATED lNDS IN 
)NVERNESSSHIRE 'ROOVED 7ARE IS AS YET UNKNOWN IN THE 
COUNTIES OF NORTHEAST 3COTLAND
4HIS  RATHER  SPARSE  LIST  OF  OCCURRENCES  DOES  HOWEVER 
OMIT lNDS OF OBJECT TYPES ASSOCIATED WITH 'ROOVED 7ARE 
IN  /RKNEY  IF  SHERDS  ARE  NOT  ALSO  PRESENT  #OWIE  AND 
-AC3WEEN  FELT  THAT  TWO  SUCH  lNDS  AT  3AEVER (OWE  ON 
/RKNEY AND AT +EISS IN #AITHNESS SHOULD NOT BE REGARDED 
AS  SUITABLE  FOR  INCLUSION  IN  A  LIST  OF 'ROOVED 7ARE  SITES 
,ONGWORTH    #LEAL    	  3INCE  THEY  PROVIDE  NO 
EXPLANATION FOR  THEIR DECISION n PRESUMABLY  THE ABSENCE 
OF  POTTERY  WAS  DECISIVE  n  IT  IS  DIFlCULT  TO  JUDGE  THEIR 
POSITION #URIOUSLY THEY IGNORED ALTOGETHER THE EXTENSIVE 
BONE  ARTEFACT  ASSEMBLAGE  FROM  *ARLSHOF  IN  3HETLAND 
#LARKE  3HARPLES  	 THAT CAN ONLY BE PARALLELED 
ON /RCADIAN 'ROOVED 7ARE SITES 9ET THEY WERE PREPARED 
TO  ACCEPT  lNDS  OF  @REASONABLY  DIAGNOSTIC  LITHIC MATERIAL 
AS  INDICATIVE OF  AS  YET UNDISCOVERED 'ROOVED 7ARE  SITES 
IN #AITHNESS AND 3UTHERLAND #OWIE  -AC3WEEN  
	 4HE POSITION IN 'RAMPIAN IS OF COURSE MUCH MORE 
PROBLEMATIC FOR THE LEVEL OF EXCAVATION MAKES THE VIRTUAL 
ABSENCE OF 'ROOVED 7ARE LESS EASILY EXPLAINED AS MERELY 
THE  VAGARIES  OF  DISCOVERY  9ET  THIS  IS  THE  HEARTLAND  OF 
CARVED STONE BALLS A TYPE ASSOCIATED WITH 'ROOVED 7ARE 
AT 3KARA "RAE )T SEEMS AS THOUGH POTTERY NEED NOT PLAY IN 
ALL AREAS THE KEY MATERIAL CULTURE ROLE THAT IT APPEARS TO IN 
/RKNEY
)T  SHOULD  ALREADY  BE  APPARENT  FROM  THIS  THAT  THE 
SITUATION IN /RKNEY MIGHT NOT PROVIDE A USEFUL BASIS FOR 
NARRATIVES  FOR EVEN ADJACENT AREAS OF 3COTLAND  LET ALONE 
NORTHERN "RITAIN "UT  IN  SAYING  THIS  )  AM NOT  SIGNALLING 
A  RETREAT  INTO  THE  MINDSET  THAT  SEES  /RKNEY  AS  AN 
ARCHIPELAGO OF THE FAR NORTH FOREVER DOING ITS OWN THING 
AND  CONSEQUENTLY  HAVING  NO  RELEVANCE  FOR  NARRATIVES 
ROOTED  IN  AREAS  FARTHER  SOUTH  4HOMAS  HAS  ELEGANTLY 
SHOWN HOW  THREE  AREAS  IN  SOUTHERN %NGLAND ALL  REQUIRE 
THEIR OWN NARRATIVES AND HOW THESE INTEGRATE WITH WIDER 
NATIONAL STORIES  n	 /RKNEY HAS TO BE SEEN 
IN SIMILAR TERMS
)N  /RKNEY  IT  IS  CLEAR  THAT  FOR  AT  LEAST  PART  OF  THE
TIME 5NSTAN 7ARE IS CONTEMPORARY WITH 'ROOVED 7ARE 
SEE !SHMORE 	 9ET THE AVAILABLE EVIDENCE SUGGESTS 
THAT  THESE  TWO  POTTERY  STYLES  ARE  PARTS  OF  ASSEMBLAGES 
THAT  HAVE  VIRTUALLY  NOTHING  IN  COMMON /F  COURSE  THE 
SIMPLEST  TOOLS  LIKE  mINT  SCRAPERS  OR  BONE  POINTS  OCCUR 
IN  BOTH  ASSEMBLAGES  BUT  THE  MORE  STRIKING  TYPES  OF 
OBJECTS  THOSE  THAT ONE MIGHT  THINK ARE MORE OBVIOUSLY 
EXPRESSIONS OF SINGULAR PURPOSE ARE AS WE HAVE ALREADY 
NOTED COMPLETELY DIFFERENT %QUALLY IMPORTANT 'ROOVED 
7ARE IS FOUND ASSOCIATED WITH VILLAGES IN MARKED CONTRAST 
TO  THE  APPARENTLY  ISOLATED  FARMSTEADS  ASSOCIATED  WITH 
5NSTAN 7ARE )T IS IMPORTANT TO REALIZE THAT THERE IS SOME 
EVIDENCE OF OVERLAP BETWEEN THE TWO GROUPS 5NSTAN 7ARE 
OCCURS IN THE PRIMARY LEVELS AT 0OOL AND IS SUCCEEDED BY 
'ROOVED  7ARE  (UNTER    -AC3WEEN  	  BUT  THERE 
APPEARS  TO  HAVE  BEEN  LITTLE  OR  NO  MIXING  BETWEEN  THE 
TWO  ASSEMBLAGES  !ND  (ENSHALL  NOTED  A  SMALL  NUMBER 
OF  SHERDS  AMONG  THE  +NAP  OF  (OWAR  ASSEMBLAGE  THAT 
APPEARED TO HAVE @'ROOVED WARE AFlNITIES 2ITCHIE  
n	  3IMILAR  SPARSE  EXAMPLES  OCCUR  IN  SOME  /RKNEY 
#ROMARTY  CHAMBERED  CAIRNS  WHERE  THE  ASSEMBLAGE  IS 
PREDOMINANTLY  5NSTAN  7ARE  MOST  NOTABLY  )SBISTER 
AND  5NSTAN  $AVIDSON    (ENSHALL    n	  "UT 
COMPARED TO THE SIZE OF THE ASSEMBLAGES  INVOLVED THESE 
ARE  VERY  INCIDENTAL  OCCURRENCES  3O  IN /RKNEY WE  HAVE 
TWO  DISTINCT  GROUPS  WITH  DIFFERENT  LIFESTYLES  AND  ONE 
MUST SUPPOSE DIFFERENT VALUES COEXISTING WITHIN A SINGLE 
ISLAND GROUP
5NDERSTANDING  WHAT  ALL  THIS  MEANS  IS  NOT  STRAIGHT
FORWARD  0RESUMABLY  IT  WAS  THE  IMPLICIT  PROBLEMS  THAT 
LED #OWIE AND -AC3WEEN TO SUGGEST THAT THE 4OFTS .ESS 
ASSEMBLAGE  OF  ALMOST    SHERDS  WAS  THE  PARADOXICAL 
PLAIN 'ROOVED 7ARE    n	  )  lND  IT  DIFlCULT  TO 
ACCEPT  THAT  AN UNDECORATED  ASSEMBLAGE OF  THIS  SIZE  IS  TO 
BE USEFULLY REGARDED AS 'ROOVED 7ARE 2ATHER IT SUGGESTS 
TO ME THAT THE NARRATIVE OF A @SIMPLE DICHOTOMY BETWEEN 
LATER 5NSTAN 7ARE  AND 'ROOVED 7ARE  THAT  )  HAVE  BEEN 
DEVELOPING  IS  ALTOGETHER  TOO  GLIB  .OR  DO  )  lND  IT  ANY 
EASIER  TO  ACCEPT  2ENFREWS  JUGGLING  WITH  RADIOCARBON 
DATES  AS  A  BASIS  FOR  AN  EVOLUTION  FROM 5NSTAN 7ARE  TO 
'ROOVED 7ARE  	 4HIS WOULD OF  COURSE DEAL WITH 
THE PROBLEM OF TWO GROUPS SIMULTANEOUSLY OCCUPYING THE 
SAME ARCHIPELAGO "UT ANYONE WHO HAS HANDLED /RCADIAN 
5NSTAN  7ARE  AND  'ROOVED  7ARE  KNOWS  THERE  ARE  NO 
POINTS OF SIMILARITY THAT MIGHT SUGGEST ONE EVOLVED FROM 
THE  OTHER  )F  THERE WAS  @EVOLUTION 5NSTAN 7ARE  POTTERS 
THREW  AWAY  THEIR  MANUALS  BEFORE  BEGINNING  TO  MAKE 
'ROOVED  7ARE  4HEY  MUST  SIMILARLY  HAVE  ABANDONED 
MOST OF THEIR ARTEFACT ASSEMBLAGES AND CREATED NEW ONES 
)F  WE  ARE  GOING  TO MAKE  PROGRESS  IN  UNDERSTANDING  THE 
SITUATION WE NEED TO START BY ACKNOWLEDGING THAT NONE OF 
OUR NARRATIVES BEGINS TO EXPLAIN WHAT IS GOING ON
7HAT WE MIGHT  EXPECT  IS  THAT  NEW  NARRATIVES WILL  BE 
COMPLEX AND PERHAPS DEPENDENT ON ANALOGIES FROM OTHER 
AREAS  #ERTAINLY  WE  SEE  THAT  THE  PRESENCE  OF  DIFFERENT 
POTTERY  STYLES  WITHIN  RELATIVELY  RESTRICTED  GEOGRAPHICAL 
AREAS  DOES  NOT  PROVOKE  THE  SAME  LEVELS  OF  ANGST  AS  IN 
/RKNEY 4HOMAS  n	 /F COURSE  IN  SOUTHERN 
%NGLAND  THESE  POTTERY  STYLES  OCCUR  IN  ASSOCIATION  MORE 
REGULARLY THAN IN /RKNEY BUT PERHAPS THE ESSENTIAL POINT 

3COTLAND IN !NCIENT %UROPE
IS THAT THESE POTTERY STYLES SEEM NOT TO BE MAINTAINING A 
SINGLE ROLE "UT AGAINST THIS WE HAVE TO ACCEPT THAT IN THE 
CASE OF 'ROOVED 7ARE OTHER AREAS JUST ADD TO THE PROBLEMS 
7E ACT AS THOUGH THE WIDESPREAD DISTRIBUTION OF THIS FORM 
OF  POTTERY  THROUGHOUT  "RITAIN  REPRESENTS  A  UNIlED  TYPE 
WITH ALL THE IMPLICATIONS THAT THAT CARRIES "UT IN /RKNEY 
WE  SEE ASSOCIATED ARTEFACT ASSEMBLAGES  THAT ARE MIRRORED 
NOWHERE  ELSE  IN  "RITAIN  /UTSIDE  OF  NORTHERN  3COTLAND 
ASSOCIATED WITH 'ROOVED 7ARE THERE ARE NO VILLAGES NONE 
OF THE DISTINCTIVE BONE TOOLS NO BONE PINS NO BONE BEADS 
NO CARVED STONE OBJECTS 3OME HAVE TRIED TO SAY THAT THE 
/RCADIAN  ASSEMBLAGES  ARE  SUI  GENERIS  THE  PRODUCTS  OF 
A  REMARKABLE  ENVIRONMENT  "UT  HOW  CAN  MAKING  BONE 
BEADS FROM THE METATARSALS OF SHEEP BE DETERMINED BY THE 
/RKNEY ENVIRONMENT 7E NEED TO THINK AGAIN ABOUT WHAT 
WE THINK POTTERY STYLES MEAN 4HE EVIDENCE FOR 'ROOVED 
7ARE IF INDEED IT CAN BE REGARDED AS A SINGLE TYPE IS THAT 
THROUGHOUT "RITAIN IT IS USED BY COMMUNITIES IN DIFFERENT 
CONTEXTS  TO  REmECT  DIFFERENT  TRAJECTORIES  7HAT  LEVEL  OF 
UNITY  THAT  IMPLIES  IS  SOMETHING  THAT  THE  NARRATIVES  WE 
CREATE WILL NEED TO UNFOLD NOT ASSUME
)  SAID  AT  THE  START  OF  THESE  EXAMPLES  THAT  THEY  HAD 
BEEN  CHOSEN  TO  ILLUSTRATE  SOME  OF  THE MANY  ISSUES  THAT 
OUR CURRENT NARRATIVES EITHER FAIL TO EXPLAIN OR DECLINE TO 
ENGAGE WITH ) DID THIS OF COURSE IN THE HOPE OF PERSUADING 
YOU THAT WE NEED MULTIPLE LEVELS OF NARRATIVE 4HAT THOSE 
STORIES CONSTRUCTED TO EXPLAIN BROADER  ISSUES CANNOT BE 
EXPECTED TO ENABLE US TO CRITIQUE AND INVESTIGATE MATTERS 
OF  DETAIL  EVEN  THOUGH  WE  NEED  THAT  DETAILED  ANALYSIS  TO 
HELP US BUILD  THE BIGGER  STORIES  ) HAVE  TALKED  THE WHOLE 
TIME  ABOUT  NARRATIVES  THAT  IS  ABOUT  STORIES  )T  IS  ONLY 
WHEN WE  ATTEMPT  TO  EXPLAIN  OUR  DATA  IN  EXPLICIT  TERMS 
DESCRIBING  THE  HUMAN  BEHAVIOUR  WE  BELIEVE  BROUGHT 
THAT DATA ABOUT THAT WE CAN BE SURE THAT THE JARGON IS NOT 
MASKING NONSENSE
.OTE
    3INCE  WRITING  THIS  IN  KEEPING  WITH  ALL  THE  KNOWN  LAWS  OF 
PERVERSITY TWO lNDS OF 'ROOVED 7ARE HAVE COME TO LIGHT IN 
!BERDEENSHIRE 4HE lRST IS FROM THE EXTENSIVE AREA STRIPPING 
BEING UNDERTAKEN BY !/# 3COTLAND ,TD AT +INTORE AND THE 
SECOND FROM A PIT  IN GRAVEL AT &ORDAFOURIE 2ATHEN ) AM 
GRATEFUL  TO  )AN  3HEPHERD  FOR  DRAWING  THESE  lNDS  TO  MY 
ATTENTION	
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